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Quick Facts

26 Years

Driven by Science

R&D & Innovation Teams

3 Locations

Of expertise in
pattern recognition

Artificial intelligence,
RNN &
Machine learning

Ability to be quick & flexible in
addressing market & partner
requirements

Paris,
New York,
Saint Petersburg

1st
42 Country Footprint

9 Languages

1st in Worldwide

Deployed globally to the
largest banks, government
agencies and enterprises

French, English, German,
Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,
Arabic, Chinese, Russian

Handwriting recognition
competitions 2009,
2011, 2013 & 2015

About Us

A2iA is a science and R&D driven software company with deep roots in
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and neural networks. Our software
toolkits (SDK) are dedicated to providing image analysis, data extraction and
workflow automation from both server and mobile environments.
Integrated into end-to-end partner applications and service bureau
operations, A2iA’s software is currently deployed in more than 42 countries
around the world, and available in 9 languages.
Our Paris, France office houses our main research lab – one of the world’s
largest private research centers of its kind. It is here that all of our toolkits
are brought to the commercial marketplace. Without any third-party
recognition engines inside our products, A2iA’s R&D Team is regularly
developing new features and enhancements that address the changing
global landscape.

Our Team

Founded on the basis of science, A2iA brings together more than 40 years
of research and development by the late Professor Jean-Claude Simon, a
pioneer in handwriting recognition. Professor Simon wanted to transform the
results of his team’s research into business applications and founded A2iA in
1991.
A2iA’s Senior Management Team is comprised of subject matter experts and
seasoned executives representing 5 continents. This team embodies the same
innovative, entrepreneurial and "practical solutions through applied science"
approach that made the company an acknowledged leader its field worldwide.

The A2iA Benefit

Straight-Through Processing

Scalable Technology

Configurable SDKs

Unprecedented access to
handwritten and printed data

Address projects of varying
sizes & across multiple
industries

Flexible, fitting seamlessly into
partner applications within both
server and mobile environments

Profitability

Global Footprint

Award Winning R&D

More revenue per project,
reduced manual keying &
access to new markets

42 Country footprint,
15,000 clients,
380+ Partners, 9 languages

Cutting-edge, in-house R&D team
ready to create new country
locales and product features

A2iA’s Technology
A2iA’s software toolkits are available with a global footprint and in multiple
languages, and contain the same core technology - based on the principles
of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and neural networks. Simple and
easy to use, A2iA’s toolkits deliver add-on features that speed automation,
simplify customer engagement and quickly capture all types of printed and
handwritten data from documents – whether captured by a desktop scanner
or mobile device. By enhancing solutions from systems
integrators and independent software vendors, A2iA
allows complex and cursive data from all types of
documents to become part of a structured database,
making it searchable and reportable, with the same
level of flexibility as printed or digital data. Proven
to reduce costs and nearly eliminate data-entry
and manual document processing, A2iA’s
technology has been improving business
process automation and providing a visible
ROI for more than 25 years.

A2iA’s Core Focus

Data Extraction
A2iA’s recognition software is designed to quickly locate and extract all
business-critical data, including machine print, hand print, or cursive
handwriting. Developed and published by the A2iA R&D Team, A2iA’s core
AI engines include proprietary OCR (optical character recognition), ICR
(intelligent character recognition), and IWR (intelligent word recognition)
capabilities. Some engines also embody RNN technology (recurrent neural
network), improving accuracy rates and increasing automation. Users
dramatically reduce their operating costs and improve straight-through
processing, even if the document is unstructured or in a freeform layout.

Document Classification
A2iA’s powerful tools enable each document’s data to be systematically
categorized and classified on a holistic level, based on both layout and
contents. The software, built on the principles of artificial intelligence,
analyzes each document alone as well as within the batch, to understand
its correct category or workflow - just as a human employee would learn to
identify keywords and layouts. Whether a mailroom application or in-house
workflow, document classification drastically reduces manual interaction
and enables the fast search and retrieval of information.

Products: Toolkits

Key Field Extraction &
Document Classification

Enhanced Check
Processing

Full Text
Transcription

Mobile Capture &
Image Conversion

Structured Field
Extraction

Offline Mobile
Capture &
Recognition

Check & Payment
Document Processing

Offline Mobile
Handwritten Note
Recognition

Target Industries

Banking & Fintech

BPO & Service
Bureaus

Government

Insurance

Healthcare

Telecom

ISVs & Device
Manufacturers

Locations & Contacts
EMEA, India & Asia Pacific

Americas

A2iA S.A.S.

A2iA Corp.
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